WORKFORCE SUSTAINABILITY ENGAGEMENT CASE STUDY
In an effort to accelerate sustainability engagement�
many large companies are developing programs that
educate their workforce on climate change and/or
directly assist their employees in becoming more
personally sustainable.
Recent prominent examples include Deloitte�
Biogen� Goldman Sachs� Illumina and Intuit among
others.
Given this growing interest� Sustain 6� which focuses
exclusively on employee sustainability engagement�
summarizes below the results of its 5 year program
with Vermont-based VEIC.
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Sustainability Benefits Program Overview
Vermont-headquartered VEIC has offered an employee sustainability beneﬁts program for over a decade (now running on the
Sustain 6 platform). VEIC initially rolled out the program to reinforce its mission of energy efficiency and sustainability. VEIC
offers all ~300 employees up to $1�050 annually for sustainability
goods and services such as bicycles� heat pumps� smart thermostats and composters. Key program guidelines include:

1)

Employee carbon footprint survey that helps employees identify key areas of improve
ment; data also gets aggregated into a company wide report.

2)

Direct reimbursement to employee of up to $1�050 (distributed across sustainability
and health and wellbeing)

3)

Broad deﬁnition of allowable sustainability products and services broken down into 3
categories: Transportation� Home Energy� Food

4)

Beneﬁt can be rolled over for up to 5 years and applied to large purchases such as EVs
100% reimbursement for bikes; 75% for CSAs� 50% for most home energy related prod
ucts including thermostats� HVAC and appliances

5)

One-time $500 reimbursement for Home Energy Audit and recommended measures
such as insulation and weatherization.
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Employee Carbon Survey
Through Sustain 6� VEIC conducts an annual Carbon Footprint survey for each of its 300 employees. This data is used to
create employee sustainability incentives that target carbon
reduction at the household level.

219

307

Completed
Surveys. | 71%

Surveys
Sent

The survey also provides a breakdown of individual household CO2 that employees can use to see how they measure
against their own history as well as their company� state and
national averages.

Comparison of Household Emissions
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Creating your Net-Zero Story
The reductions have been long lasting and support the notion that major life events such as a new home�
remodel or birth of a child are good opportunities for signiﬁcant change/upgrade. In the example below we
can see a signiﬁcant reduction in emissions in 2015 that the employee disclosed in an interview was due to
1) a replacement of an electric baseboard heat with a high efficiency cold climate heat pump and 2) a reduction in transportation related emissions (ﬂights and driving) associated with the birth of a child.
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Top Benefits
Home Energy | While air sealing and insulation are good economical choices� cost may be
a limiting factor in the adoption of heating upgrades such as high efficiency heat pumps. In
the future� the program could be amended to
better incentivize heat pump purchases as the
concept of full electriﬁcation catches on more
broadly in the residential sector.

Transportation is the largest source of emissions for VEIC representing 40% of total VEIC
household GHG. The average commute distance is approximately 30 miles with an average MPG of 42.6. The most popular reimbursed
items were bicycles followed by vehicles.

Food and Waste | VEIC recognized that not all
employees were homeowners or had the ability to change/upgrade their transportation� so
“Food” was included in the offerings given the
large methane impact of agriculture. Notably�
VEIC amended its policy to increase food
reimbursements from 50% to 75% after feed-

53% of reimbursements

1. Air Sealing and Insulation
$65k - 90 Claims

2. Solar (PV)

$58k - 71 Claims

3. LED Light Bulbs
$3k - 58 Claims

36% of reimbursements

1. Bikes

$89k - 159 Claims

2. EV (Electric Vehicle)
$68k - 78 Claims

3. Hybrid Vehicle
$47k - 54 Claims

11% of reimbursements

1. CSA

$62k - 409 Claims

2. Bulk Farm Purchase
$19k - 109 Claims

3. Composting
$1k - 26 Claims

back from employees..
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Key Findings

6.7x

37%

53%

spending has
been leveraged by
their workforce

lowered emissions
compared to US
avg.

of the funds have
been used towards
Home Energy

1.

On average VEIC employees have a household carbon footprint 37% less compared to the median
US household.

2.

Over 5 years� VEIC invested $765k in sustainability program incentives ($500 avg per employee)�
but the total net expenditures by employees was over $5 million� an investment impact of 6.7x.

3.

Employees spend most of their sustainability incentive on home energy (53%) and transportation
(36%)� but the inclusion of food options (farm co-ops� CSAs) ensures broad employee participation
and fairness given the different priorities of renters versus homeowners.

4.

Employee purchases by month reveals a usage pattern that is spread consistently throughout the
year across all 3 categories saving employee�s money and encourage sustainable purchases.

5.

Beyond the environmental impact� signiﬁcant co-beneﬁts of program include improved health &
comfort and strengthened culture & brand.
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Additional Background & Future Considerations
In extensive dialogue with VEIC employees� management and other stakeholders� Sustain 6
identiﬁed 5 employee hurdles in embracing sustainability. They are:

Financial; Can I really afford this up front investment?
Informational; What products/services will make the most impact for me? Which
ones have the best cost/beneﬁt analysis?
Emotional; Will my actions even make a difference? It will probably work itself out
in the end.
Lack of support/community; Can someone help me?
Convenience; Can�t this be simple and easy?

The ﬁrst hurdle� ﬁnancial� was well known and was the primary focus of the initial Sustain 6 platform
which focused heavily on the mechanics of incentive management and reimbursement. The remaining
hurdles� however� were less obvious at ﬁrst and have now been more thoroughly addressed in the
second version of the Sustain 6 platform. Speciﬁcally� we have added extensive educational resources
and product ideas� a community hub� and a net-zero target calculator along with an entirely updated
user interface. We will continue to analyze the data and share results in future updates.
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Sustain6 Vision
To establish sustainability as a standard employee beneﬁt to unleash
the greatest sustainability resource of every company... its people.

ELEVATE YOUR
CLIMATE MISSION

sustain6.com
Please reach out for an Employee Platform demo.
info@sustain6.com
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